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Abstra t. We propose a new unsupervised training method for a quiring probability models that a urately segment Chinese hara ter sequen es into words. By onstru ting a ore lexi on to guide unsupervised
word learning, self-supervised segmentation over omes the lo al maxima
problems that hamper standard EM training. Our pro edure uses su essive EM phases to learn a good probability model over hara ter strings,
and then prunes this model with a mutual information sele tion riterion
to obtain a more a urate word lexi on. The segmentations produ ed by
these models are more a urate than those produ ed by training with
EM alone.
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Introdu tion

Unlike English and other western languages, many Asian language su h as Chinese, Japanese, and Thai, do not delimited words by white-spa e. Word segmentation is therefore a key subproblem to language pro essing tasks (su h as
information retrieval) in these languages. Unfortunately, segmenting an input
senten e into words is a nontrivial task in su h ases. For Chinese, there has
been a signi ant amount of resear h on te hniques for dis overing word segmentations; see for example [14℄. The main idea behind most of these te hniques
is to start with a lexi on that ontains the set of possible Chinese words and
then segment a on atenated Chinese hara ter string by optimizing a heuristi obje tive su h as maximum length mat h, mutual information, or maximum
likelihood. This approa h implies, however, that one of the main problems in
Chinese word segmentation is onstru ting the original lexi on.
Methods for onstru ting lexi ons an be lassi ed as either supervised or unsupervised. In supervised onstru tion, one has to segment a raw unsegmented
orpus by hand and then olle t all the words from the segmented orpus to
build a lexi on. Unfortunately, sin e there are over 20,000 Chinese hara ters,
among whi h 6763 are most ommonly used, building a omplete lexi on by
hand is impra ti al. Therefore a number of unsupervised segmentation methods
have been proposed re ently to segment Chinese and Japanese text [1, 3, 8, 12,
9℄. Most of these approa hes use some form of EM to learn a probabilisti model
of hara ter sequen es and then employ Viterbi-de oding-like pro edures to segment new text into words. One reason that EM algorithm is widely adopted for

unsupervised training is that it is guaranteed to onverge to a good probability
model that lo ally maximizes the likelihood or posterior probability of the training data [6℄. For Chinese segmentation, EM is usually applied by rst extra ting
a lexi on whi h ontains the andidate multi-grams from a given training orpus,
initializing a probability distribution over lexi on, and then using the standard
iteration to adjust the probabilities of the multi-grams to in rease the posterior
probability of the training data.
One advantage of unsupervised lexi on onstru tion is that it an automatially dis over new words on e other words have a quired high probability [4℄. For
example, if one knows the word \ omputer " then upon seeing \ omputers ien e "
it is natural to segment \s ien e " as a new word. Based on this observation, we
propose a new word dis overy method that is a variant of standard EM training, but avoids getting trapped in lo al maxima by keeping two lexi ons: a ore
lexi on whi h ontains words that are judged to be familiar, and a andidate
lexi on whi h ontains all other words that are not in the ore lexi on. We use
EM to maximize the likelihood of the training orpus given the two lexi ons;
whi h automati ally suggests new words as andidates for the ore. However,
on e new words have been added to the ore, EM is reinitialized by giving half
of the total probability mass to the ore lexi on, thus allowing ore words to
guide the segmentation and pull EM out of poor lo al maxima.
A problem with maximum likelihood training, however, is that it tends to
put probability mass on onjun tions of shorter words. Note that sin e likelihood
is de ned by a produ t of individual hunk probabilities (making the standard
assumption that segments are independent), the more hunks a segmentation
has, the smaller its likelihood will tend to be. For example, in English, given
a hara ter sequen e sizeofthe ity and a uniform distribution over multi-grams,
the segmentation sizeofjthe ity will have higher likelihood than segmentation
sizejofjthej ity. Therefore, maximum likelihood will prefer fewer hunks in its
segmentation and tend to put large probability on long non-word sequen es like
sizeof and the ity. If one an break su h sequen es into shorter legal words, size,
of, the, ity, the lexi on will be mu h smaller and the training and segmentation
performan e should be improved. To this end, we employ a mutual information
riterion to eliminate longer agglomerations in favor of shorter primitives (on e
the EM optimization has stabilized). Not only does this have the advantage of
produ ing a smaller ore lexi on, it also has the side e e t of driving EM out
of poor lo al maxima [6, 2℄ and yielding better segmentation performan e. The
remainder of the paper des ribes the self-supervised training pro edure in detail,
followed by the mutual information lexi on pruning riterion, experiments, error
analysis, and dis ussion.
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Self-supervised segmentation

We rst develop a te hnique to help EM avoid poor lo al maxima when optimizing the probability model. This is done by dynami ally repartitioning the
vo abulary and reinitializing EM with su essively better starting points.

Assume we have a sequen e of hara ters C = 1 2 ::: T that we wish to
segment into hunks S = s1 s2 :::sM , where T is the number of hara ters in the
sequen e and M is the number of words in the segmentation. Here hunks si
will be hosen from the ore lexi on V1 = fsi ; i = 1; :::; jV1 jg or the andidate
lexi on V2 = fsj ; j = 1; :::; jV2 jg. If we already have the probability distributions
 = fi ji = p(si ); i = 1; :::; jV1 jg de ned over the ore lexi on and  = fj jj =
p(sj ); j = 1; :::; jV2 jg over the andidate lexi on, then we an re over the most
likely segmentation of the sequen e C = 1 2 ::: T into hunks S = s1 s2 :::sM
as follows. First, for any given segmentation S of C , we an al ulate the joint
likelihood of S and C by
prob(S; C j; ) =

Y p(s ) Y p(s ) = Y p(s )
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where M1 is the number of hunks o urring in the ore lexi on, M2 is the
number of hunks o urring in the andidate lexi on, and sk an ome from
either lexi on. (Note that ea h hunk sk must ome from exa tly one of the ore
or andidate lexi ons.) Our task is to nd the segmentation S  that a hieves the
maximum likelihood:
S  = argmaxfprob(S jC ; ; )g = argmaxfprob(S; C j; )g
S

S

(1)

Given a probability distribution de ned by  and  over the lexi on, the Viterbi
algorithm an be used to eÆ iently ompute the best segmentation S of hara ter
string C . However, learning whi h probabilities to use given a training orpus is
the job of the EM algorithm.

2.1 Parameter re-estimation
Following [6℄, the update Q fun tion that we use in the EM update is given by
Q(k; k + 1) =

X prob(SjC ;  ;  )log(prob(C; Sj +1 ;  +1))
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P  +1 = 1 and P  +1 = 1 yields
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where #(si ; S ) is the number of times si o urring the segmentation S . These
are the standard re-estimation formulas, and are the same for  and  ex ept
that ea h will be reinitialized di erently in su essive optimizations (see below).

In both ases the denominator is a weighted sum of the number of words
in all possible segmentations, the numerator is a normalization onstant, and
(3) and (4) therefore are weighted frequen y ounts. Thus, the updates an be
eÆ iently al ulated using the forward and ba kward algorithm, or eÆ iently approximated using the Viterbi algorithm; see [13℄ and [5℄ for detailed algorithms.

2.2 Self-supervised training
The main diÆ ulty with applying EM to this problem is that the probability
distributions are omplex and typi ally ause EM to get trapped in poor lo al
maxima. To help guide EM to better probability distributions, we partition the
lexi on into a ore and andidate lexi on, V1 and V2 ; where V1 is initialized to
be empty and V2 ontains all words. In a rst pass, starting from the uniform
distribution, EM is used to in rease the likelihood of the training orpus C1 .
When the training pro ess stabilizes, the N words with highest probability are
sele ted from V2 and moved to V1 , after whi h all the probabilities are res aled
so that V1 and V2 ea h ontain half the total probability mass. EM is then run
again. The rationale for shifting half of the probability mass to V1 is that this
in reases the in uen e of ore words in determining segmentations and allows
them to a t as more e e tive guides in pro essing the training sequen e. We all
this pro edure of su essively moving the top N words to V1 forward sele tion.
Forward sele tion is repeated until the segmentation performan e of Viterbi
on the validation orpus C2 leads to a de rease in F-measure (whi h means we
must have in luded some erroneous ore words). After forward sele tion terminates, N is de remented by 5, and we arry out a pro ess of ba kward deletion,
where the N words with the lowest probability in V1 are moved ba k to V2 , and
EM training is su essively repeated until F-measure again de reases on the validation orpus C2 (whi h means we must have deleted some orre t ore words).
The two pro edures of forward sele tion and ba kward deletion are alternated,
de rementing N by 5 at ea h alternation, until N  0; as shown in Fig. 1. As
with EM, the out ome of this self-supervised training pro edure is a probability distribution over the lexi on that an be used by Viterbi to segment test
sequen es.
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Mutual information lexi on pruning

Both EM and self-supervised training a quire probability distributions over the
entire lexi on. However, as pointed out by [12℄, the lexi on is the most important
fa tor in the word segmentation, and therefore a better lexi on is more riti al
than a better model. Unfortunately, by maximizing likelihood, either through
EM or self-supervised training, erroneous agglomerations tend to get naturally
introdu ed in the lexi on. This means that after a high-likelihood model has
been learned, we are still motivated to prune the lexi on to remove erroneous
non-word entries. We do this by invoking a mutual information based riterion.
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Validation orpus C2

orpus

C1

1. Initialize

V1 = empty;
V2 ontains all potential words;
OldF measure = infinite small;
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set N to a fix number;
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Fig. 1.
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Self-supervised Learning

Re all that the mutual information between two random variables is given by
p(x; y )
(5)
M I (X; Y ) =
p(x; y )log
p(x)  p(y )
x;y

X

where a large value indi ates a strong dependen e between X and Y , and zero
indi ated independen e. In our ase, we want to test the dependen e between two
hunks s1 and s2 . Given a long word, say s=\ab defghijk", we onsider splitting
it into its most likely two- hunk segmentation, say s1 =\ab d" and s2 =\efghijk".
Let the probabilities of the original string and the two hunks be p(s), p(s1 ), and
p(s2 ) respe tively. The pointwise mutual information [10℄ between s1 and s2 is
M I (s1 ; s2 ) = log

p(s)
:
p(s1 )  p(s2 )

(6)

To apply this measure to pruning, we set two thresholds 1 > 2 . If the mutual
information is higher than the threshold 1 , we say s1 and s2 are strongly orrelated, and do not split s. (That is, we do not remove s from the lexi on.) If
mutual information is lower than the lower threshold 2 , we say s1 and s2 are
independent, so we remove s from the lexi on and redistribute its probability to
s1 and s2 . If mutual information is between the two thresholds, we say s1 and
s2 are weakly orrelated, and therefore shift some of the probability from s to s1
and s2 , by keeping a portion of s's probability for itself (1/3 in our experiments)
and distributing the rest of its probability to the smaller hunks, proportional to
their probabilities. The idea is to shift the weight of the probability distribution
toward shorter words. This splitting pro ess is arried out re ursively for s1 and
s2 . The pseudo ode is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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1 ) //strongly dependent
return -1;

< 2 )f//independent
probSum = p(s1 ) + p(s2 );
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else //weakly dependent
probDistribute = p(s)=3;
probSum = p(s1 ) + p(s2 );
p(s) = probDistribute;
p(s1 )+ = 2 probDistribute
p(s2 )+ = 2 probDistribute
return 0;
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Fig. 2.
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 p(s )=probSum;
 p(s21 )=probSum;

Mutual information probabilisti lexi on pruning

Experiments

To ompare our te hnique to previous results, we follow [8, 12℄ and measure
performan e by pre ision, re all, and F-measure on dete ting word boundaries.
Here, a word is onsidered to be orre tly re overed i [11℄:
1. a boundary is orre tly pla ed in front of the rst hara ter of the word,
2. a boundary is orre tly pla ed at the end of the last hara ter of the word,
3. and there is no boundary between the rst and last hara ter of the word.
Let N1 denote the number of words in the test orpus C3 , let N2 denote the
number of words in the re overed orpus C3 0 , and let N3 denote the number of
words orre tly re overed. Then the pre ision, re all and F measures are de ned
N3
pre ision: p = N
2
N3
re all: r = N1
F-measure: F = 2p+pr r

We use a training orpus, C1 , that onsists of 90M (5,032,168 senten es) of
unsegmented Chinese hara ters supplied by the author of [8℄, whi h ontains
one year of the \People's Daily" news servi e stories (www.snweb. om). The
test orpus C3 is ChineseTreebank from LDC1 (1M, 10,730 senten es), whi h
ontains 325 arti les from \Xinhua newswire" between 1994 and 1998 that have
been orre tly segmented by hand. We remove all white-spa e from C3 and reate
an unsegmented orpus C3 00 . We then use the algorithm des ribed in Se tion 2
to re over C3 0 from C3 00 . The validation orpus, C2 , onsists of 2000 senten es
randomly sele ted from the test orpus.
A ording to the 1980 Frequen y Di tionary of Modern Chinese (see [7℄),
the top 9000 most frequent words in Chinese onsist of 26.7% unigrams, 69.8%
1
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bigrams, 2.7% trigrams, 0.007% 4-grams, and 0.002% 5-grams. So in our model,
we limit the length of Chinese words up to 4 hara ters, whi h is suÆ ient for
most situations.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1|Results 1 are obtained by
standard EM training, Results 2 are obtained by self-supervised training, Results 3 are obtained by repeatedly applying lexi on pruning to standard EM
training, and Results 4 are obtained by repeatedly applying lexi on pruning to
self-supervised training. The row labeled Perfe t lexi on is obtained by using
maximum length mat h with the omplete lexi on of the test orpus, whi h
ontains exa tly all the words o urring in the test orpus. Soft- ounting is the
result of [8℄2 , whi h is also a EM-based unsupervised learning algorithm. The
Word-based results are from [12℄ whi h uses a suÆx tree model. Finally, the
Perfe t lexi on[12℄ results are obtained using a lexi on from another test orpus.

Results 1
Results 2
Results 3
Results 4
Perfe t lexi on
Soft- ounting[8℄
Word-based[12℄
Perfe t lexi on[12℄

p
r
F
nal lex size
44.6% 37.3% 40.0% 19044012
55.7% 53.9% 54.1% 19044012
73.2% 71.7% 72.1% 1670317
75.1% 74.0% 74.2% 1670317
92.2% 91.8% 91.9%
10363
71.9% 65.7% 68.7%
84.4% 87.8% 86.0%
95.9% 93.6% 94.7%

Table 1.

Experimental results

There are several observations to make from these results. First, self-supervised training improves the performan e of standard EM training from 40%
to 54.1%. Se ond, mutual information pruning gives even greater improvement
(from 40% to 72.1%), verifying the laim of [12℄ that the lexi on is more in uential than the model itself. The lexi on pruning redu es the lexi on size from
19044012 to 1670317, whi h makes the lexi on mu h smaller. By ombining the
two strategies, we obtain further improvement (from 40% to 74.2%), whi h is
promising performan e onsidering that we are using a purely unsupervised approa h. By omparison, the result given by a perfe t lexi on is 91.9%. Finally,
the two improvement strategies of self-supervised training and lexi on pruning
are not entirely omplementary and therefore the resulting performan e does not
in rease additively when both are ombined (72.1% using lexi on pruning alone
to 74.2% using both).
A dire t omparison an be made to [8℄ be ause it also investigates a purely
unsupervised training approa h without exploiting any additional ontext information and uses the same training set we have onsidered. When we ompare
2

They did not supply F-measure, we al ulate it for omparison.

the results, we nd that self-supervised training plus lexi on pruning a hieves
both a higher pre ision and re all than [8℄, and obtains a
(from 68.7%
to 74.2%) improvement in F-measure. One problem with this omparison, however, is that [8℄ does not report pre isely how the testing was performed. It is
also possible to ompare to [12℄, whi h uses a suÆx tree model and employs
ontext information (high entropy surroundings) to a hieve an 86% F-measure
s ore. This result suggests the ontext information is very important. However,
be ause of a di erent test set (our test set is the 1M ChineseTreebank from
LDC, whereas their test data is 61K pre-segmented by NMSU segmenter [9℄ and
orre ted by hand), the omparison is not fully alibrated. In the perfe t lexi on
experiments, [12℄ a hieves higher performan e (94.7% F-measure), whereas only
91.9% is a hieved in our experiments. This suggests that we may obtain better performan e when testing on the data used in [12℄. Nevertheless, the result
of [12℄ appears to be quite strong, and demonstrates the utility of using lo al
ontext rather than assuming independen e between words, as we have done.

5.5%
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Error analysis

Fig. 3 shows two ategories of errors that are typi ally ommitted by our model.
In ea h ase, the left string shows the orre t word and the right bra keted string
shows the re overed word segmentation. The rst error ategory is date and
number. In Chinese, dates and numbers are represented by 10 hara ters. Unlike
Arab numbers, these 10 Chinese number hara ters are not di erent from other
Chinese hara ters. Most dates and numbers are not orre tly re ognized be ause
they do not have suÆ ient joint statisti s in the training orpus to prevent
them from being broken down into some smaller numbers. For example,\1937
year" is broken into \19", \3",\7 year"; \2 wan 3 qian 1 bai 1 shi 4" is broken
into \2 wan",\3 qian",\1",\bai 1 shi 4" (wan denotes 10-thousand, qian denotes
thousand, bai denotes hundred, and shi denotes ten). It turns out that one an
easily use heuristi methods to orre t errors in these spe ial ases. For example,
if a string of on atenated hara ters are all number hara ters, then the string
is very likely to be a single date or number.
The se ond error ategory is the re ognition of ompound nouns. For example, the ompound \total marks" is re overed as two words \total" and \marks";
\team Australia" is re overed to \team" and \Australia". One reason for the failure to orre tly re over ompounds is that we are limiting the maximum length
of a word to 4 hara ters, whereas many ompounds are longer than this limit.
However, simply relaxing the length limit reates a signi ant sparse data problem. The re ognition of noun ompounds appears to be diÆ ult, and a general
approa h may have to onsider language onstraints.
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Related work

Our work is related to many other resear h e orts.

Fig. 3.

Typi al segmentation errors

Unsupervised Chinese Word Segmentation:

[8℄ uses a soft ounting
version of EM to learn how to segment Chinese. To augment the in uen e of
important words, [8℄ shifts probability mass to likely words by soft ounting. In
our model, we shift half of the probability spa e to the ore words by dividing
the lexi on to two parts. Also, [8℄ does not employ any sort of lexi on pruning,
whi h we have found is essential to improving performan e. [12℄ uses a suÆx tree
word-based model and a bigram model to segment Chinese strings. This work
takes the surrounding word information into onsideration when onstru ting
the lexi on. [14℄ uses a more ompli ated Hidden Markov Model (HMM) model
that in ludes spe ial re ognizers for Chinese names and a omponent for morphologi ally derived words. As pointed out by [8℄, standard EM segmentation
an be thought of as a zero order HMM.
Other resear hers have
onsidered using mutual information to build a lexi on. For example, [14℄ uses
mutual information to build a lexi on, but only deals with words of up to 2 hara ters. [3, 12℄ uses mutual information and ontext information to build a lexi on
based on the statisti s dire tly obtained from the training orpus. By ontrast,
we are using mutual information to prune a given lexi on. That is, instead of
building a lexi on from s rat h, we rst add all possible words and then use
mutual information to prune away illegal words after training with EM. Hen e
the statisti s we use for al ulating mutual information are more reliable than
those dire tly obtained from orpus by frequen y ounting. Another di eren e
is that we are using a probabilisti splitting s heme that sometimes just shifts
probability between words, instead of ompletely dis arding words.

Mutual Information Lexi on Optimization:
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Con lusion and future work

This paper des ribes a new unsupervised method for dis overing Chinese words
from an unsegmented orpus. Combined with an eÆ ient mutual information
based lexi on pruning s heme, we a hieve ompetitive results.
However, there is mu h work left to be done. One problem is that we annot
dete t the hierar hi al stru ture of Chinese ompounds, whi h is very useful in

many NLP tasks. We are urrently exploring a hierar hi al unsupervised method
to dete t Chinese ompounds. Also, instead of assuming the independen e of
ea h word, we should also onsider ontext information, whi h has proven to be
helpful [12℄. Another problem with our self-supervised training pro edure is that
it puts equal weight on the ore and andidate lexi ons. One interesting idea
would be to automati ally estimate the weights of the two lexi ons by using a
mixture model.
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